
Strategies And Resources 
For Living To 156

My goal of living to 156, established in 1987, 
increasingly directs me to health and fitness 
experts in both the U.S. and Canada. And over 
the past three decades, these knowledgeable 
and skillful individuals have introduced Babs 
Smith and me to many valuable strategies, 
resources, and tools that help to keep both of 
us healthy, fit, and energized.

For me, the comprehensive physical exams and 
tests I’ve taken this year at age seventy-four, 
are showing crucial results that are equal to or 
better than what was true 20 years ago.

In this first installment, I’m sharing eight 
strategies and resources that are particularly 
important to my 156-year longevity plan. Where 
relevant, I’ve provided links to further information. Every quarter, I will update this 
page with additional strategies, resources, and tools that you may find useful for 
your own improvement.

1. 1,000+ Exercise Calories Before Breakfast
In February of 2017, I began a daily routine of burning an average of 1,000 calories 
every morning before I eat breakfast. I’m now approaching 600 days and have 
missed only three during the past 18 months.

This particular exercise habit is really the integration of at least a dozen different 
attempts over the past 30 years to have a single daily exercise structure and 
process that would do the most amount of good things for my health and fitness.

Many people who have heard about my thousand-calorie approach ask me how I 
can stick with it. My answer is that it’s a habit. At this point, it’s harder for me not to 
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do it than to do it. My thinking is that as long as I always do it first thing “tomorrow 
morning,” I can do it until I reach 156.

There are several strategies, resources, and tools that I combine in this single 
routine, which I describe in the next section.

2. Combine Heart Rate Monitor, High Intensity 
Interval Training, And Heart Rate Calorie 
Calculator
The secret to my “1,000 calorie” daily strategy is always doing high intensity interval 
training, which I measure with a wrist-and-chest heart rate monitor. Usually, I 
surpass my thousand-calories goal in about 70 minutes of exercise at an average 
heart rate between 135 and 145. For example, at 135, given my age and weight, I 
burn 1,032 calories in 70 minutes. At 145 average heart rate, I burn 1,138 calories.

Learn more about the heart rate monitor I use.

Check out the heart rate-to-calorie converter I use and an explanation of high 
intensity interval exercise.

3. Combine Elevation Training Mask, Weight 
Vest, And Stairway Steps For Alternative Interval 
Training
Most of my interval training workouts are done on elliptical machines, either at 
home or in gyms on the road. When these machines aren’t available, I always do 
my “1,000 calorie” routine using a great piece of equipment called an Elevation 
Training Mask. 

I’ve been using the training mask for six years in combination with stair climbing, 
both indoors and outdoors. For example, at the cottage that Babs and I have north 
of Toronto, I climb 40 steps (equal to four flights) coming up from the lake to the 
house.
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https://www.fitnessdepot.ca/H11OTO1027676/polar-ft1-heart-rate-monitor-hrpoft1b.html#.W42I-i-ZNaU
http://www.calories-calculator.net/Calories_Burned_By_Heart_Rate.html
https://www.trainingmask.com/how-training-mask-works/
https://www.trainingmask.com/how-training-mask-works/


With the elevation mask restricting my air flow, I sprint up the steps, then walk for 
three minutes, repeating this routine as many times as I can to get to 1,000 exercise 
calories.

At our homes in Toronto and Chicago, I combine this mask-and-stairs exercise with 
a 30-pound weight vest for a different kind of challenge.

4. 400+ Sessions With The Vasper Exercise 
Machine Since 2015
Included among the strategies and equipment I’ve described so far is also a 
remarkable exercise machine called Vasper. 

Babs and I purchased Vasper machines for both our Toronto and Chicago homes. 
Vasper combines compression, cold temperatures, and interval training into an 
extraordinary 20+ minute workout that my brain interprets as a two-hour intense 
exercise session. 

On average, in our two locations, I combine three Vasper sessions a week within my 
1,000 exercise calories before breakfast routine.

5. Dr. Jeff Gladden And His Apex Program
Over the years since I established my goal of living to 156, I’ve been searching for a 
physician-trainer to design the optimum health-and-fitness program, combined with 
the most cutting-edge testing technologies. 

After much research and experimentation since the 1980s, Babs and I are now 
happily enrolled in the Apex medical concierge program that is designed and 
directed by Dr. Jeff Gladden in Dallas.

Jeff has combined his medical specialty as a cardiologist, his personal experience 
as a high performance athlete, and a deep scientific interest in the emerging 
technologies and treatments now supporting all areas of human life extension.

He is our “Living To 156” expert and guide, and Apex is our game plan.
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https://www.fitnessdepot.ca/H11OTO1027676/cross-training/bodyweight-strength-training/bodyweight/weighted-vests.html
http://www.vasper.com/
http://apexhhplo.com/


Babs and I have recommended Apex to dozens of our most successful 
entrepreneurs who are also planning to live and work healthily and happily way 
beyond what is considered a “normal” lifetime.

6. Annual Testing At Human Longevity Institute
Our connection here is through Peter Diamandis who has spearheaded a project to 
make complete gene mapping available to as many people as possible, to collect 
and analyze as many individual gene maps as possible, and to continually update 
each individual’s gene map, making it more valuable on an annual basis.

Both Babs and I now have comprehensive gene maps that each year provide 
us with more accurate and more useful directions on how to plan our extended 
lifetimes and make continual medical adjustments along the way.

Learn more about Human Longevity, Inc.

7. Membership In Kevin Brady’s Advica Health 
Network
Babs and I live in the U.S. and Canada, where we also operate Strategic Coach. 
In order to guarantee that we have top healthcare and medical resources in both 
countries, we took advantage of the Advica network created by Kevin Brady, 
which also includes live 24/7 tele-medicine services with doctors and nurses from 
anywhere in North America.

8. Membership In PinnacleCare Worldwide 
Network
PinnacleCare provides us additional 24/7 medical backup, especially in the U.S. 
and when we travel overseas. The big plus for us with PinnacleCare over the past 
20 years is having VIP “front of the line” status with top physicians wherever we are. 

PinnacleCare is also the central integrator of all our health, fitness, and medical 
tests—with all files kept up to date.
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https://www.humanlongevity.com/
http://advicahealth.com/
https://www.pinnaclecare.com/



